
Profile 

 

History of Ideas: 

the history of aesthetic ideas; the history of religious ideas; the history of philosophical ideas; the 

history of social ideas; the history of educational ideas; the history of political ideas 

 

the philosophy of history and idea-historiography; the method of the history of ideas; the history of 

the history of ideas, also as a tradition in Danish research; the relation between philosophy and the 

history of ideas 

 

the importance for society of the philosophical and idea-historical way of thinking (its importance 

for various cultural fields and for the understanding of culture and society as totalities), as well as 

the importance of Danish as research language  

 

 

Philosophy: 

theoretical philosophy (metaphysics, the critique of metaphysics, metaphysics of experience; 

modern and ancient epistemology and theory of experience, including philosophical aesthetics and 

the ethical implications of aesthetics, phenomenology, and the metaphysics of experience; 

philosophy of beauty, including the sublime, the ugly, etc.; theories of sense, imagination and 

thinking, including knowledge/wisdom and beautiful thinking – from the antiquity to our day) 

 

philosophy of culture (the philosophy of history; theories about art, literature, music, etc.; 

philosophical pedagogy, philosophy of formation (Bildung), and social philosophy; philosophy of 

science, including aesthetics of science; theories of philosophical presentation (Darstellung), 

including the philosophy of the essay as form; the practical-political implications of aesthetics, 

phenomenology, and the metaphysics of experience) 

 

history of philosophy (classical German philosophy [Baumgarten, Kant, Hegel, Schlegel, idealism, 

early romanticism]; phenomenology and hermeneutics [Heidegger, Gadamer, Vattimo, Chrétien]; 

critical theory [Benjamin, Adorno, Habermas]; theories of art and beauty from the antiquity to our 

day; ancient as well as modern theories of [the relation between] idea and phenomenon) 

 

 

Theology: 

systematic theology (philosophy of religion; the relation between philosophy and theology; 

theological aesthetics and aesthetic theology; poetic theology, narrative theology and the theology 

of experience; the importance for theology of sensate experience, imagination, and beautiful 

thinking; the relevance and actuality of theological thought) 

 

practical theology (aesthetics of religion, including the relation between art and Christianity; the 

practical-theological [fx ethical and homilethical] implications of aesthetics, phenomenology, and 

the metaphysics of experience; prayer, faith, thinking, and aesthetic-sensitive formation; sermon 

writing as an art and the relevance of philosophical and literary essay writing) 

 


